
 

Annotation 
14213 Commercial fleet operations 

Curriculum No 4-101-16 for the course in  

Organisation and management of military units on tactical level,  

specialisation in Navigation for the Navy, Bachelor's degree 

45 classes, mandatory discipline  

 

ECTS credits: 4 

Department 

Fleet and port operations 

   Learning outcomes: 

1. The students WILL BE FAMILIAR WITH:  

- The distribution of duties and responsibilities between the parties to the transport provisions in 

sale/purchase contracts according to the international rules, Incoterms 2010; 

- The causes of the fluctuations in the freight markets, the effect of the forces of supply and demand with 

free and monopolised competition, the influence of price elasticity; 

- The organisation of freightage in tramp shipping and in line shipping; 

- The structure of the expenditure on the voyage. 

- The structure and the contents of contracts for the carriage of goods by sea and the practice of using 

shorthand terms and phrases. 

- The methods and documents to estimate laytime in a voyage charter. 

- The structure and the contents of timecharters. 

- The procedures for obtaining free pratique and for serving a notice of readiness. 

- The requirements for quality performance of shipping and charter contracts - complaints, claims, protests. 

- The purpose and contents of the shipping documents. 

- The organisation of shipping agency at ports. 

2. The students WILL BE ABLE TO: 

- Identify the buyer and seller of the goods and their relation to the consignor, the forwarder and the 

consignee of the cargo. 

- Evaluate the causes for the state of the freight market and their impact on the terms and conditions of 

shipping contracts and timecharters. 

- Calculate the costs for a voyage. 

- Work with charters and shipping documents. 

- Understand the contents of telex messages and shorthand phrases when performing voyages and 

timecharters. 

- Properly fill in the navigation log in port and draw up the documents to calculate laytime. 

- Work with documents for filing complaints and compensation claims. 

- Draw up notices of readiness and letters of protest. 

   - Work with the shopping agent to implement the commercial decisions by the company executive 

management. 

Grading system: The course in the discipline ends with examination. 

To obtain their final grade, the students are given a number of assignments, and their respective grade can be 

multiplied by a weighting coefficient, or the separate grading assignments (targets) can bring score points. 

The sum total is 100 points. The continuous assessment grade is determined by a formula containing the 

respective grades from the different assignments according to the number and type of testing. 

The assessment criteria are the extent to which the student has acquired and can demonstrate his/her 

knowledge of the subject of the discipline and the student's familiarity of the literature on that subject. 

Contents of the discipline 

No Topics of instruction (modules) Lectures Seminars 

1. International commerce and transport 4 0 

2. International freight market 6 0 

3. Effectiveness of a voyage 2 2 

4. Contracts for the carriage of cargo by sea 6 4 

5. Timecharters 6 4 

6. Shipping documents 3 3 

7. Complaints and claims in maritime transport 2 0 

8. The carrier's responsibility for contract performance 1 2 

 Total: 30 15 

 


